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“The electric light did not come from the continuous 
improvement of candles”

Why Disruption?
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Oren Harari 
Ph. D. Prof. Of Uni. of S. Francisco, 1949 – 2010
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Disruptive Innovations

June 27, 2018

 Fuel injection for gasoline engines, which displaced 
carburetors

 First automobiles in the late 19th century, which were 
expensive luxury items, and as such very few were sold

 Sustaining - does not significantly affect existing 
markets. It may be either:

 Evolutionary - that improves a product in an existing 
market in ways that customers are expecting 

 Revolutionary - that is unexpected, but nevertheless 
does not affect existing markets

Types of Innovation

 Disruptive - An innovation that creates a new market 
by providing a different set of values, which overtakes 
an existing market

 The lower-priced, affordable Ford Model T, which 
displaced horse-drawn carriages

Definitions Examples
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Disruptive Innovation
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What is a Disruptive Innovation? A few examples

 Fast food restaurants  Traditional restaurants

 Digital photography  Chemical photography

 Liquid Crystal Displays  CRT screens

 LED  Light bulbs

 Downloadable digital media  CD, DVD

 Smartphone  Cellular phone

 and many more …

 “Disruptive innovation is an innovation that creates a 
new market and value network and eventually disrupts 
an existing market and value network, displacing 
established market leaders and alliances”[1]

 The theory of disruptive innovation first appeared in 
the Harvard Business Review in 1995, with professor 
Clayton Christensen coining the term in his research on 
the disk-drive industry and also in his 1997 book The 
Innovator's Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause 
Great Firms to Fail [2]

[1] from Wikipedia
[2] https://hbr.org/2015/12/what-is-disruptive-innovation
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Disruptive Technologies
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Disruptive Technologies and Business Models

 “Disruptive innovators, displace incumbent leaders”

Clayton M. Christensen, Harvard Business School

 Challenged by an evolving consumer behavior rooted in 
technology, businesses typically have three responses[1]: 

 Innovate, 

 Imitate 

 Ignore

 Making the wrong choice could be dangerous as proven by 
companies like: 

 AT&T

 Digital Co.

 Eastman Kodak

 …

Disruptive Technologies and Business Models

[1] = http://www.simonantony.net/blog/how-disruptive-technology-is-driving-digital-transformation/

http://www.simonantony.net/blog/how-disruptive-technology-is-driving-digital-transformation/
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A $16 – 41 trillion digitally-enabled opportunities by 2025
The world is on the brink of a massive value migration

June 27, 2018 Sources: McKinsey Global Institute
1Based on top-down estimate of potential net economic benefit, including consumer surplusSlide 8
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Digital is everywhere

June 27, 2018 Slide 9

Digital technologies are driving new innovation

Virtual/augmented 
reality

Software-defined 
machines Machine learning

Time-sensitive 
networking Big data

Inexpensive computing Cloud computing Cybersecurity Connectivity Blockchain
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 Digital Transformation is different and much wider than Digitalization
 Digitalization is necessary but not sufficient condition for Digital Transformation

 The Digitalization Paradox: if production processes are not efficient, agile and responsive, their simple digitalization will not impact 
waste, missed opportunities and inefficiencies, preventing to enjoy the benefits of Digital Transformation. 

 Digital Transformation implies implementing a new market approach and a better way to produce value for the Customers

“The prevalence of sensors, hardware that keeps getting more powerful as prices decline, the constant increase in connectivity, 
storing limitless quantities of data — by themselves, these things don’t add up to a digital transformation. They’re merely the 
prerequisites necessary for its technical implementation. The digital transformation is already changing every field that involves 
measurement, diagnosis, or control. But the most important question is, what are the actual benefits of these developments? …. 
The purpose of IoT is to help solve real problems, to drive the development and implementation of new solutions, even in 
industries that, until now, have not typically been heavily digitized, for instance mining, shipping, and agriculture.” 

{Reiner Schoenrock - ABB Conversations Dec 2016}

Digital Transformation: what it means

June 27, 2018 Slide 10

Digitalization .vs. Digital Transformation

In the Digital World, Growth may happen only combining technology, business strategy and human factor
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Sensing + computing + connectivity + cloud + analytics set to unlock value

Industrial markets primed to adopt digital technologies

June 27, 2018
Note: relative size of industry for advanced economies
Source: ABB analysisSlide 11

Time

Digital S-Curve
Level of 

digitalization

Industrial end-market

Other industries
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ABB Ability™: industry-leading digital solutions built on a common set of standard technologies

June 27, 2018 Slide 12

Unlocking the ABB potential in digital

Open access, intelligent cloud

Closing the loop with connected devices

New end-to-end digital solutions

Systems to master process control
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IoT will make businesses more and more based on availability of real-time data

June 27, 2018

1) https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Defining-big-data1.png by Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International

Slide 14

Digital Transformation impact on Measurement & Analytics

 Businesses are increasingly becoming data-thirsty with exceptional requirements on each of the 4 «Vs» of Big Data:

 Volume: huge amount of data  needs for thousand of sensors

 Variety: data fusion capability  needs for different, complementary types of sensors

 Velocity: real-time processing  needs for efficient data communication and management

 Veracity: lots of autonomous decision  quality of data is key

 Interest moves from device to valuable information built out of data which will have to be:

 Available

 Reliable

 Timely

 Integrated

 Validated

1)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en
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 Market predictions project the IoT Sensor Market to exceed more than 
US$ 35 Billion by 2022 [2]

 Growth will happen along two directions:

 Evolution: growing functionalities for present devices (advanced diagnostics, 
self-calibration, …) creating “information servers” at the process

 Disruptive: simple, low-cost, no-effort-to-deploy sensors with lower accuracy 
generating value by combining data from several sensors and applying models or 
analytical algorithms

 The latter will account for most of the growth and will be more and more 
application-specific, involving services and new ways of relating with end-
users

 The emphasis on the solution will require integrating different 
technologies (sensing, communications, AI, …) and will enhance profitable 
business segments like Smart Cities, Smart Agriculture, etc.

June 27, 2018
[1] https://mobileservices.mckinsey.com/mgi/overview/in-the-news/by-2025-internet-of-things-applications-could-have-11-trillion-impact
[2] http://www.financeswire.com/global-iot-sensor-market-is-projected-to-reach-us-35-billion-by-2022/Slide 15

SENSORS for IoT – A huge opportunity for sensing
Projection 2025

https://mobileservices.mckinsey.com/mgi/overview/in-the-news/by-2025-internet-of-things-applications-could-have-11-trillion-impact
http://www.financeswire.com/global-iot-sensor-market-is-projected-to-reach-us-35-billion-by-2022/
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 Important smart sensor features identified in the NAMUR Roadmap include:
 Autonomous Sensor Interaction (peer to peer)
 Sensor Verification (Logical verification using adjacent sensors)
 Plug and Play (Self-configuration / parameterization)
 Virtual Description Supporting Continuous Engineering
 Traceability & Compliance
 Self-Calibration
 Self-Diagnosis
 Connectivity & Communication using a Unified Protocol (OPC UA)
 Maintenance & Operating Functions
 Energy Self-Sufficiency (Energy Harvesting )
 Wireless Sensors
 Sensor Data Access Rights Control
 Standards Compatible.

SENSORS for IoT – A huge opportunity for sensing
Main requirements
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Usability will be a stronger differentiator 
Digital Transformation impact on Measurement & Analytics

June 27, 2018 Slide 17

Innovative user interaction options will contribute to change the business landscape

Blind Devices – Now New interaction technologies – 2/3 years

Gestures Worn Interface Augmented Reality

Voice with AI Wearables Eye-tracking
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Driving digitalization on all layers of ABB AbilityTM pyramid

Providing the foundation for any Digital Transformation

ABB digital-ready portfolio for Measurement & Analytics 

June 27, 2018 AbilityTM Connected solutions either launched, under development, or in planning (naming guideline for Ability branding pending)Slide 18

Actuators

Coriolis

Vortex/Swirl

DP Thermal Mass

Gas Flow

VA

EMF Pressure M’Strictive Level

Laser Level Positioners

Temperature

Ultrasonic
Level

Radar Level

Comb. Gas

pH/Condy FlatnessDimension

Web Tension

Cont. Gas

Gas Chrom.

Rem. Sensing

FTIR/FTNIR.

TDLA

CWA

Rolling Mill

Weighing

Application specific
Digital products / solutions

Cylmate

AbilityTM

Connected software solutions

instrumentation 
Verification solution

Metal rolling mill 
post-rolling Flatness

FTIR Cloud based
calibration database

Smart Sensing Digital enablers

FCU./RTU

Mobile leak detection

Remote Ability 
Condition monitoring

Digital oilfield cloud
RTU / Measurement
management

Features to address customer needs: Enhanced usability, reliability, connectivity,  security,  integration and access to data

Features to de-skill ownership and use data to increase productivity 

Alternate business models

CoreSense O&G enterprise 
measurement 
management

Flow-X

eXLent 

http://www300.abb.com/global/gad/gad02007.nsf/0/14D90497A086856AC1257568004617CA/$File/MG_5801_5804_720.jpg
http://www300.abb.com/global/gad/gad02007.nsf/0/14D90497A086856AC1257568004617CA/$File/MG_5801_5804_720.jpg
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Physical + Digital solution: unlocking hidden data to enhance process knowledge

ABB digital-ready portfolio for Measurement & Analytics 

June 27, 2018 Slide 19

– Flow rate

– Empty pipe

– Full empty pipe detection

– Grounding check

– Gas bubble detection

– Electrode coating detection

– Electrode conductivity 
measurement

– Flowmeter coil resistance

– Electronics temperature

– …

– Gas bubbles / empty pipe 
detection
• Pump dry operation risk?

• Accelerated pipeline ageing 
through Cavitation? 

– Pipe coating 
• Reducing pump efficiency?

• Valve / seal damage risk?

– Process conductivity change 
detected
• Contamination / dosing regimen 

change? 

– Gross Process temp insight and 
Gross Ambient temp insight

Not just a flowmeter Flowmeter measurements Process insights Physical + Digital solution
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Measurement as a Service
Alternative business models

June 27, 2018 Slide 21

Natural Gas Leak Detection
− Natural gas is typically > 90% methane, remainder is primarily 

heavier hydrocarbons
− Most utilized tools based on very old technology (flame 

ionization) – sensitive to methane in the parts per million 
range

− Current leak survey methods are slow and laborious:
− Operators must walk along mains/service lines
− Must be within 2-3 meters from the leak
− Measurement time ~ 5 seconds
− Many sources of naturally occurring methane
− Process is paper based and operator dependent

Ultra-sensitive Mobile Monitoring
− ABB Ability™ Mobile gas detection system
− Parts-per-billion (ppb) sensitivity
− Geo-located mobile measurement
− Shareable digital maps with estimated leak locations
− Able to discriminate between Fossil (i.e. leaks) and biological 

methane from other sources

The case The Disruptive Innovation
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Alternative business models
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ABB Ability™ Mobile Gas Detection System (MGDS)

Methane/Ethane Analyzer Anemometer
(wind speed + direction)

GPS
Real-time data analysis

• Mobile deployment → significant reduction in survey time

• Powerful real-time leak surveying tool

• Based on exclusive, patented high accuracy laser 
spectroscopy

• Able to detect methane up to 100 m from release
• Discriminate against non-natural gas sources of 

methane
• Estimated leak locations
• Automated leak cataloging and reporting
• Cloud connectivity for real-time data sharing

ABB Ability™ Mobile Gas Detection System

Graphically 
displays 
leak route, 
survey area 
and leak 
indications
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Measurement as a Service
Alternative business models

June 27, 2018 Slide 23

On-going pilot
− ABB Ability™ Mobile gas detection system
− ABB owned Analyzer and car
− Service contract to inspect and maintain 200km gas pipeline
− Regular income through service contract

A fully digital architecture Measurement as a service

− Complemented by µPortable analyzer for Integrated 
Detection, Pinpointing and Data Archiving
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From Device suppliers to Data providers
Alternative business models

June 27, 2018 Slide 24

Typical approach
− One contract
− Ownership of device on side of 3rd party lessor
− Regular income through service contract
− Possibility to add advanced proprietary solutions (i.e. 

Condition Monitoring for measurement devices) to reduce 
risk / improve performances for end-users 

Commoditization of sensing Pay for data

CUSTOMER
Measurement data + Full Service

Pay for data

Lease feeRevenue

Device Sales Device Supply

Value will move from physical device to other areas
− Expertize
− Data availability & reliability
− Software tools for visualization, integration and verification
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The key to faster, safer and more profitable operations
The next level: Collaborative operations

June 27, 2018 Slide 25

Right information to the right people

 A connected, interactive center, which 
continuously monitors key performance 
indicators (KPIs), ensuring the plant is 
operating within regulatory, load, 
environmental and cyber security 
requirements, automatically notifying the right 
Customer resource if a KPI is underperforming 
or a reference limit is broken. 

 Some of the services offered by the center are:
– Performance Monitoring Application
– Load scheduling profile monitoring
– Continuous emissions analysis
– Primary control check unit supervision
– Loop performance monitoring and tuning
– Cyber security assessment and 

management
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Closing the communication loop in order to provide best productivity and customer experience

Collaborative operations

June 27, 2018 Slide 26

– Drive continuous improvement in the 
company by having right data available to the 
right people and enabling them to cooperate

– This leads to increased availability, improved 
productivity and operational quality 

– Turn data into action and increase the 
success rate of improvement initiatives

– Work with ABB hand-in-glove in order to 
make operations and services more efficient

– Reduce risks and accidents, and unlock 
profitability 

Become faster, safer, more profitable

Customer and ABB will get the ability to:

ABB

Customer 
headquarter

On-site

Access technical support team and advanced services experts 

– A team of technical experts supports plant operations through:

• Automatic warning generated by automation systems

• Analysis of the data collected from the plant 

– Device and application experts - with deep knowledge of systems and processes -
support operations and maintenance activities.
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Making  big data understandable, usable and actionable

Leading solutions for ABB AbilityTM Collaborative Operations

June 27, 2018 Slide 27

Customer
Operations

Center / HQ

ABB
Collaborative
Operations
Center

Customer assets
e.g. rigs, mills, vessels

Analytics and 
Visualization

Simulation

Analytics

Cyber 
Security

Cyber and safety

Safety 
Management

Operations and 
Technical Support

Alarm 
Management

Emission 
Monitoring

Energy 
Optimization

Performance 
Optimization

Optimization

Ops support Predictive maintenance

Condition 
Monitoring

Asset Health Predictive 
Maintenance

Control

Control 
Centers
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Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems (CEMS-AMS)
Collaborative Operations Center

June 27, 2018 Slide 28

The CEMS Advanced Monitoring System 
(AMS) is ABB’s solution for environmental 
monitoring and control in compliance 
with country-based regulations

– Continuous monitoring of configured 
pollutants against country-based limits

– Automatic notification to operator on 
duty if one or more pollutants exceeds 
the reference limit more than once in 
the reference time slot (typically 5 min)

– Operator on duty is connected to the 
plant to investigate the issue and take 
the necessary remediation action

What it is Main features Benefits

– Monitors common pollutants such as 
sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen monoxide 
(NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon 
monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), 
oxygen (O2) and nitrogen trihydride 
(NH3)

– AMS continuously collects and stores 
data on air pollutants and plant 
equipment, analyzes the data, initiates 
daily calibrations, monitors important 
system parameters, generates alarms 
and reports and communicates over 
the customer’s network

– End users can easily access 
dashboards, reports and KPIs via the 
standard client-server interface
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Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems (CEMS-AMS) – Power BI online dashboard 

Collaborative Operations Center

June 27, 2018 Slide 29
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Alternative business models
Complementing latest instrumentation with AI for advanced water leak detection

 Thanks to collaboration with specialized AI SW provider
 Designed for branched (tree structure) distribution networks 

with DMAs or Pressure Zones
 Detect, alert, report & provide real time insight into leaks, bursts 

& other water network inefficiencies  Improve network 
performance

What: exploits process data to identify and predict  How: remote analysis and report
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 The Internet of Things has changed the way companies approach customer relationships. 

 The time when company reputation and success could rely only on best-in-class products  and performances is gone

 Pressed and lured by the Digital Transformation promises, end-users need much more than Product Suppliers

 From banking to automotive, the “sell-and-forget” attitude is increasingly disappearing: process industries are not 
different 

 Measurement segment is in the eye of the storm, not only because of the tremendous technology advancement but 
also because data are becoming the foundation of the Digital world

 Fast evolving requirements call for not only innovative solutions but creative, out-of-the-box business relationship

 More and more alternative business models including business partnership will enable pioneering vertical solutions, 
tailored on specific customer needs and constraints

Digital Transformation Effect

June 27, 2018 Slide 32

The Need for a new Customer-Provider relationship

In Sensing partnership is going to be key for innovation, customization and value creation
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 A corollary of what above is the new role of Service

 In a world where smart devices are able to communicate among them and with centralized dispatching centers, 
adapting in real time their operation to present conditions and – sometimes – even autonomously learning from 
experience, limiting Service to its classic tasks is no more acceptable

 Service becomes an essential part of the Customer Experience, often even providing the rationale for the commercial 
relationship

 Modern Service is called to focus not just on the product features and behaviors, but on the wider landscape where 
the measuring devices is meant to operate

 “Service in the IoT world needs to not only address devices that don’t function properly, but also support users as 
they attempt to buy, install, integrate and use these devices” [1]

Digital Transformation: effect on Business Models

June 27, 2018 [1] «Harvard Business Review», https://hbr.org/2015/06/the-internet-of-things-changes-the-company-customer-relationshipSlide 33

The key role of Service

In the Digital World, Service effectiveness will make the difference
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 Providing service relationship with customers brings a number of benefits:

 For the client:
 Possibility to focus on core business

 Moving part of costs from Capex to Opex

 Access to discipline specialists and best practices

 For the technology provider:
 lower support costs, 

 higher customer retention, 

 Better insight in customer needs and challenges, turning into more focused product/solution creation

 Providers need to progress Service concept from auxiliary to opportunity, even if this requires substantial changes: 
 On mindset: service models needs to evolve operationally, technically, and culturally

 On workforce: because service will be oriented to solve Customer’s problems and not device’s issues, technicians should enlarge 
their competences to domain knowledge, network infrastructures, communications, data management, etc.

 On service innovation: remote monitoring and alternative service business models will be key 

Digital Transformation: effect on Business Models

June 27, 2018 Slide 34

The key role of Service
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ABB Digital strategy

June 27, 2018 Slide 35

Measurement & Analytics 

Simple, secure 
connectivity

Disruptive sensing 
technologies

Application 
specific 

solutions

Enhance productivity

Physical + 
Digital 

solutions
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 This is going to modify business models and relationship: Measurement and Sensing are crucial 

 Data alone are not enough  the real value is extracting high level information from a large amount of data

 Key Information originates from connecting data in a context sensitive framework

 Nothing new under the sun:

Conclusion

June 27, 2018

“Any data becomes important if it is connected to another one. The connection changes the perspective”

Slide 36

Data are going to be the foundation of any business

“Qualsiasi dato diventa importante se è connesso a un altro. 
La connessione cambia la prospettiva”

Il Pendolo di Foucault, 
Chapter 66, page 230 

Umberto Eco, 1989
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Sensing and monitoring is not enough …. We must close the loop

June 27, 2018 Slide 38

Alternative business models

From physical to digital differentiation

Maintenance

Operation

Control

Plant / equip. health

Operational data

Measurements

Service action

Set points

Control signals
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